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The Year's 2030
And Andy's become
Forty years old
And a sad jobless bum

He's living with mother,
And toys are his life,
He hasn't got prospects,
And he hasn't a wife

But it's quite alright, people,
Because toys are quite fun,
'Cause to Andy his toys are,
Like G-d to a nun.
His favorite toy now
Is a Del Spooner doll
A hard nosed cop,
Who keeps watch of them all

He works closely with Woody
And works closely with Buzz,
To catch those bad toys,
Who run from the fuzz.

But most toys are nice,
And most play by the rules,
They’re simple to follow;
‘Cause these toys are not fools.
You must live without motion
With humans around,
If they catch you walking;
You drop to the ground.

You’re job’s to be played with
No matter the price
If they drool upon you,
You pretend that its nice.
But this year on his birthday
Andy would buy
A new line of toys
That’d make things go awry

These were toy robots;
They were top of the line
With microchip brains,
Quite unlike yours and mine

Programmed to do things,
Like to cook and to clean,
These toys were not normal,
If you know what I mean

They followed no toy rules,
And didn’t fit in,
They moved around humans,
Speaking with human kin!
The toys were unhappy,
These robots were wrong
Spooner just didn’t trust them;
This instinct was strong.

They didn’t fit in
With the rest of the toys,
With Potato Head and Hamm,
And the Green Army Boys.

But these new toys, see, did not act
Standoffish or low,
They would certainly never,
Push Buzz out a window,

But they did talk to humans,
And didn’t play dead
If approached by the humans,
Were they sick in the head?
A Rootin' Tootin' Shootin' Good Time's a Comin'!
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Andy's Toys
“Now see here” said Spooner
   After having enough,
“There’s rules here in this room,
   Following them isn’t tough

We are played with by humans,
   For we are their toys,
We are at the mercy, you see
   Of these girls and these boys.

You may not talk to them,
   You may not interact,
They may not see you moving,
   This is the toy pact!
The robots all stopped,
Yes, they stopped and they stared,
It looked like these robots,
Were hearing impaired

But then one spoke up,
He spoke loudly and said,
But sir, we are not toys,
We are robots instead!

We follow different rules,
We have different demands,
Please do not blame us;
It’s out of our hands.
Our rules make us cook,
Our rules make us clean,
Look, look, sir, its right here,
In iRobot Magazine!

Spooner took a quick look
His jaw dropped as he read,
The advertisement,
Hidden under the bed.

“These Robots will help you!”
The page clearly did say,
“These things are essential,
To get you through your day!”

The photos that followed,
Opened up Spooner’s eyes,
The robots were truthful,
To his own great surprise.
Pictures showed them in action,
Serving people in print,
Here, retrieving a ball,
There one's fetching a mint,

Finally Del understood,
His mistake here was grave
These things were not toys,
They were glorified slaves!

At first he was jealous,
But he had been a fool,
Moving in front of humans
Just wasn't that cool.
Del apologized quickly
and climbed on top the bed
To explain to the others,
What the robots had said.

“Now see here, you toys,
You listen up well,
Can you see from the back?
Hamm? Rex? Mr. Spell?

This is an emergency meeting,
So you all gather round,
I need to share with you,
These facts that I’ve found.

The toys looked at Del,
With a gleam in their eyes,
Del opened his mouth,
To share the surprise
I know you've all been worried,
About these odd machines
Polishing Andy's floors,
And crocheting his jeans,

They're freaks! Yelled Potato
from the front of the crowd
They talk to people,
And they aren't allowed!

And why can't we? Why can't we?
Asked Spooner to Spud
Is this something we've learned?
Or is this in our blood?

Potato head was dumbfounded,
We was taken aback,
His rock solid argument,
Was starting to crack.

I... I don't really know.
The potato conceded
It's just what I've always thought
Us toys always needed.
Listen here, Ugly Spud, 
Said the officer then, 
You just listen to me, 
I won’t tell you again.

We don’t even know why 
We toys act this way, 
It’s just a tradition of ours, 
Not of Robots, okay?

Spooner cleared up his throat, 
And continued his speech, 
It was their job to learn now, 
And his job to teach.

“The truth is they’re robots, 
This is what they’re made for, 
While we lay around lifeless, 
They have to do chores,”

“Their lives are much tougher, 
They work round the clock, 
So what if the humans, 
Get to see those things walk?”

“We must understand, 
That their culture’s unique, 
And being different from us, 
Doesn’t make him a freak.